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MCN P Request for Interest
The New England Chapter of the Health Physics
Society is considering sponsoring a symposium in
early 2005 for individuals who use or are interested
in learning the Monte Carlo Neutral-Particle (MCNP)
version 5.0 computer code. Currently, the plan is to
put together a one-day symposium in the Boston or
Metrowest area, with invited speakers discussing
various topics/problems/solutions. A nominal fee
would be charged, with all funds (after expenses)
being donated to an account created to subsidize
students' attendance at NECHPS meetings.
If you are interested in attending, or being a speaker,
please contact Chris Martel at (617) 638-7419 or by
e-mail at cbmartel@bu.edu.

First Responder Radiation
Awareness Training
Thomas O’Connell

competency training requirements of the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration regulations
contained in 29 CFR 1910.120.
Upon successful completion of the course, the student
receives a certificate of completion of the FEMA
Independent Study Radiological Emergency
Management (IS-3) course that is issued through the
MA Emergency Management Agency and will also
receive three continuing education credits for either
Basic, Intermediate or Paramedic EMT levels.
This course is the first building block within a series of
radiation training courses that will bring a student up
to the operational and/or technician level.

Next-Generation
Nuclear Power in France
PARIS (AFP) - France staked its claim to remain a
world leader in atomic energy by announcing that it
will build the first of a new generation of pressurised
water nuclear plants at a site on the Normandy coast.

The MA Department of Fire Services, MA
Department of Public Health, Framingham State
College and the MA Colleges Online have teamed up
to develop an on-line Radiation Awareness course.
This course is the first on-line course to be developed
and offered through the MA Firefighting Academy.

Construction of the EPR (European Pressurised Water
Reactor) is due to start in 2007 at Flamanville near
Cherbourg on the Cotentin peninsula, with the first
electricity being produced five years later, the
state-owned generator EDF said in a statement.

This first Radiation Awareness on-line course offered
this past April 2004 was met with overwhelming
success. Close to three hundred people registered for
the first offering of this course. A second course was
offered in August 2004 with similar success.

Built at a cost of three billion euros (3.8 billion
dollars), the reactor will be the first of a so-called
"third generation" of nuclear power stations intended
to take over from France's existing stock of 19 plants
-- including 58 reactors -- over the next two decades.

The information and concepts presented in the
on-line Radiation Awareness course are based on the
materials contained in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA), Independent Study
Radiological Emergency Management (IS-3) course.

France currently produces more than 75 percent of its
electricity from "second generation" nuclear
installations. The earliest at Fassenheim near the
German border went into service in 1977, and their life
expectancy is around 40 years.

The course material covers the basics of radiation, the
actions to take to protect personnel from radiation,
recognition of radiation sources and where radiation
exists in the environment. Quizzes are included at the
end of each section that required students to
demonstrate proficiency in the section subject matter.

The "first generation" were the prototypes built in the
1950s and 60s.

This course is designed to meet the awareness level

While the pressurised water technology does not mark
a major innovation, the EPR design, conceived over
ten years by Siemens of Germany and the French
company Areva, is intended to provide electricity more
efficiently and more safely than current models.
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According to EDF, the reactor should reduce the risk
of accident by ten and its double casing be able to
withstand the impact of an aircraft flown by terrorists.
The design also means that even if there is a disaster,
the reactor core will collapse in on itself to contain
radiation leaks.
The EPR reactor should also generate 1,600
megawatts of electricity – compared to 900 for most
current reactors – need less regular re-charging, and
have a life span of 60 years.
However opponents of nuclear power say official
statements about the safety of EPR are not to be
believed. "The EPR reactor offers no greater
guarantee against terrorism than any other reactor,"
said Stephane Lhomme of the Get out of Nuclear
collective.
"We are investing three billion euros in a technology
that is almost obsolete for political reasons that have
no connection with a rational, properly thought-out
energy policy," said Greenpeace in a statement.
France's centre-right government took the decision in
May to press ahead with the new generation of
nuclear reactors, arguing that it is the best response to
the likely long-term increase in petrol prices as well
as demands for a cleaner environment.
Two other sites, one in northern Normandy and the
other in southeast France, had been under
consideration for the project.
"On the environmental front the reactor reinforces
France's preeminence in the fight against climate
change, and economically it will allow us to ensure
supply and limit the effects of a rapid increase in oil
prices," said Patrick Ollier, chairman of the National
Assembly's economic affairs committee.
Development of the EPR is also seen as a crucial way
of maintaining France's technological edge in the
highly competitive nuclear energy market. Earlier this
month President Jacques Chirac was lobbying hard in
China for contracts in the country's ambitious nuclear
programme.
France also hopes to be chosen as the site for the
future International Thermonuclear Experimental

Reactor (ITER) which aims to develop the creation of
energy through nuclear fusion by mid-century.
However the bid from the research station at
Cadarache in southern France faces stiff opposition
from Japan.
[If you’d like to contribute a piece, contact the editor
at dlamay@mit.edu or (617) 253-4203.]

Welcom e Aboard
to Our New Members!
Several members have been admitted to NECHPS in
recent months. Please welcome:
Members: David W. Hearnsberger, Frazier Bronson,
Josh Decktor, and Eric Barbour
Associate Member: Derek Cobbe
Student Members: Karen Barcal and Lynn MattediRegan

HPS A nnual- Call for Volunteers
Ninni Jacob
It's not too early to start planning for the 2006 meeting!
We're looking for volunteers for the Local
Arrangements Committee. If you're interested, please
contact:
Ninni Jacob at ninni_jacob@brown.edu or (401)
863-1738, OR
Bob Scott at bscott@4scotts.net or (401) 322-0576.

New Members
If you know anyone who wants to join NECHPS, tell
him/her to visit the website (www.nechps.org) or
contact Tara Medich at 617-724-4578. Student
members are always welcome, and remember, student
membership is free!
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Vendor Night and Holiday Social
Date:

Wednesday, December 1 st, 2004

Location:

Albert’s Restaurant, 217 Washington St (Rt 138), Stoughton, MA 02072

Time:

3:30 PM
4:30 PM
6:00 PM

Vendor Setup
Registration / Cash Bar / Vendor Displays
Dinner Buffet

Bring your business cards! Visit each vendor, leave a business card, and be eligible to
win prizes. The vendor raffles will follow dinner.
Cost:

$20.00 Members, $25.00 Guests, and $15.00 Students

Please note, you can make payment up to and including the night of the event (pay “at the door”);
however, no matter when you make payment, please register beforehand.
To Register:
Mail registration to:
Ron Thurlow
21 Myrtle Avenue
Newburyport, MA 01950
or call to register:
(603) 773-7438
or e-mail to register: ronald_thurlow@fpl.com

Directions:
From 128 N or S:
Take exit 2A, 138 S, Stoughton. Remain on 138 S for about 4 miles. Albert’s is on the right
(the address is 217 Washington Street).
From 24 N or S:
Take exit 19 B, Central Street. Follow Central Street to the intersection of Central and Route
138 (Washington Street). At the intersection, take a right. Albert’s is a short distance past the
intersection on your left.
For additional information please call Albert’s at: (781) 344-1800.
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DIRE CTIONS TO ALBERT’S
Route-138 (217 Washington Street)
Stoughton, MA 02072

Directions
From 128 N or S:
Take exit 2A, 138 S, Stoughton. Remain on 138 S for about 4 miles. Albert’s is on the right
(the address is 217 Washington Street).
From 24 N or S:
Take exit 19 B, Central Street. Follow Central Street to the intersection of Central and Route
138 (Washington Street). At the intersection, take a right. Albert’s is a short distance past the
intersection on your left.

For additional information please call: (781) 344-1800.

